Wolters Kluwer Legal & Regulatory U.S. drives value to organizations by serving
legal professionals in law firms, government agencies, and corporate legal
departments with data-driven decision-making tools to streamline legal and
regulatory research, analysis, and workflows.

Cheetah®

- Simply a better legal research experience

Cheetah® is an intuitive legal research platform powered by Wolters Kluwer’s world-class content. Evolved for speed and ease, Cheetah® offers faster, more accurate research
whether looking for cases with analysis or identifying legislative and regulatory changes. The clean modern interface and advanced browsing, searching, and collaborating
capabilities streamline your workflow so you will quickly locate the trusted legal information and in-depth analysis you expect from Wolters Kluwer. The authoritative texts and
resources cover a wide range of legal topics:

Almanac of the Federal Judiciary

Health Law Suite

The Almanac of the Federal Judiciary has built its considerable reputation by providing
balanced, responsible judicial profiles of every federal judge and all the key bankruptcy
judges and magistrate judges -- profiles that include reliable inside information based
on interviews with lawyers who have argued cases before the federal judiciary.

Wolters Kluwer Legal & Regulatory U.S. provides daily news updates, expert analysis,
advanced primary source, and powerful research tools to quickly focus on changes to
regulations and statutes and how those will impact compliance, reimbursement, life
sciences and health insurance coverage creates new opportunities and challenges
across the spectrum.

Federal Securities Suite
A comprehensive resource covering the federal laws and rules that regulate the issuance
of securities, corporate disclosure, insider reporting, broker-dealer requirements and
duties, self-regulatory organizations, investment companies, investment advisers, and
accountants and attorneys practicing before the Securities and Exchange Commission.

Government Contracts Suite
Cheetah® Government Contracts gives you immediate access to topic segments that
include the Government Contracts Library, our exclusive FAR-DFARS Matrix Tools, the
highly respected Nash & Cibinic collection, and the equally renowned Garrett Series.

Practice area coverage also includes:

• Administrative Law

• Corporation Law

• Antitrust and
Competition Law

• Intellectual Property
• Litigation

• Bankruptcy Law

• Mergers & Acquisitions

• Commodities & Derivatives

• Products Liability

Labor & Employment Law Suite
Cheetah® Labor & Employment Law portfolio combines daily news, authoritative
explanations and analysis of laws and regulations, expert-authored treatises, full text of
federal and state statutes, regulations, rulings, cases and agency materials, and
interactive online tools to provide you with a comprehensive single source for labor and
employment law.

“Cheetah is faster, more flexible to search, cleaner and
more responsive in design, and more intuitive to use and
navigate”
- Robert Ambrogi, ABA Journal

Request an online demonstration
WoltersKluwer.com/en/solutions/Cheetah

Wolters Kluwer Legal & Regulatory U.S., International Group, provides legal practitioners, corporate counsel and business executives around the world with
comprehensive international English-language legal information from renowned authors. With products that cross boundaries and jurisdictions, our information, insight
and tools enable professionals to navigate the increasingly global aspect of law. In addition to essential online resources, our many practice area blogs have become
leading discussion forums, boasting contributions from distinguished experts in their respective fields that are encouraging dialogue and fostering collaborative thought
that is driving the future of the profession.

International Arbitration

Intellectual Property Law

International Tax Law

Competition Law

The world's unrivalled and indispensable
online resource for international
arbitration research and workflow

A rich suite of leading research and
analytic tools for IP practitioners
worldwide

Intuitive research platform for tax
professionals, with practical (digital)
workflow tools

The leading European competition
research database for all antitrust and
merger related matters

Kluwer Arbitration

Kluwer Competition Law

Providing access to exclusive arbitration material, the new and improved
research experience enables you to make faster and more informed
decisions.

Provides dynamically updated and actively edited merger control
information to competition lawyers.



680+ laws



330 organizations



Nearly 35,000 documents



5 journals



Nearly 1,400 procedural rules



20 journal archives



11,100+
commission desicions



135+ books



3,700+ awards



360+ books



1,680+ case files



1,700+ authors



3,270+ BITs



7,000 authors



2,900+
judgments of ECJ



80+ jurisdictions



12,800+ court decisions



200+ jurisdictions

Learn more and request an online demonstration:
WoltersKluwer.com/en/solutions/KluwerArbitration

Learn more and request an online demonstration:
WoltersKluwer.com/en/solutions/KluwerCompetitionLaw

